
Municipal Council 
approves entrance 
and exit in Dhajeej
KUWAIT: The Municipal Council approved the
request of the Public Authority for Roads and Land
Transport to create an entrance and exit for the
Jaber Al-Ahmad Circuit site in the Dhajeej area
from Road (6.5). Director General of Kuwait
Municipality Ahmed Al-Manfouhi presented five
projects during the 12th regular session of this year
which come within the government’s work program. 

“The first project includes a cultural center for
entertainment at Abdullah Al-Ahmad street which
will be executed in five phases at a cost of up to KD
500 million. In support of the vision of New Kuwait
2035, the Kuwait Municipality, in cooperation with
an international office, has prepared the initial
designs for the project, obtained the approval for
studies on traffic system and determined the feasi-
bility of the project and its social and environmental
impact,” Al-Manfouhi said.

“In view of the importance of the project, the

Municipality decided to
invite investors wishing to
participate in designing,
licensing, constructing,
maintaining and managing
it. The Municipality will
call for potential investors
to invest in the project in
accordance with the rules
and regulations mentioned
in the qualification
brochure. Those who are
qualified will be asked to

submit their bid, including their technical and eco-
nomic feasibility studies that meet the conditions
contained in the bidding prerequisites,” he clarified. 

“The second project is to develop Sulaibikhat
Bay, but there are some obstacles with the Supreme
Council for the Environment on one of its main arti-
cles, indicating that the Municipality is working to
find solutions to those hurdles and then put it up
with the same mechanism that is being implemented
in the Abdullah Al-Ahmad project,” he indicated.

“As for the third project, the economic zone in
Abdali, aims to support investment initiatives that
will work on boosting local and domestic products,
as there are detailed building regulations listed and

are now being worked on. For the fourth project, it
will work on ending the phenomenon of residential
investment in private residential areas, as proce-
dures are being coordinated to end it,” he added.

“As for the last project, it is related to the devel-
opment of Jahra waterfront to create a new identity
for Kuwaiti society, and it is in the process of ten-
dering the project now,” he concluded.
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The countries of the entire world are inter-
ested in teaching their children science in
a way that enables them to comprehend

and excel in it. Science students worldwide
receive lessons in their native language for a sim-
ple reason, which is because the mother tongue
is the gateway for information to enter their
minds easily.

Our Arab nation faced great challenges, and
maybe the biggest challenge was the wall built
by colonialists to become a barrier between our
language and sciences. History stands witness to
the Arab nation’s creativity in medicine and sci-
ences, and we have countless examples of that,
as who doesn’t know Ibn Al-Nafis, Al-Kindi, Ibn
Al-Haytham and many others.

If we compare old innovations with what our
Arab nations suffer from today, after they came
under siege, we will discover the bitter truth -
that we will remain behind in scientific aspects
as long as knowledge and science are taught to
our children in a language other than their moth-
er tongue.

I sometimes meet individuals whose minds are
under control of Western culture, and find them
in firm belief that medicine and sciences can be
taught only in English, but they get surprised
when I tell them the entire world does not have a
country that speaks a language other than their
own. They become more surprised when they
realize that countries like Malta, Chile, Myanmar
and tens of others, large and small, teach medi-
cine in their language. They become more
amazed and some start demanding our language
right lost since many decades.

Arab researchers proved in published papers,
which are available for those who wish to see
them, that Arab doctors and scientists face diffi-
culty in understanding scientific material entirely,
and find more difficulty in writing research
papers and scientific studies, so their production
is weak and their publications are very limited.

It is really strange to see the Zionist entity
teaching its students science and medicine in
Hebrew, so the Zionist entity is active in the field
of scientific research and publishes more that
what the entire Arab nation publishes (6,000 sci-
entific papers for each one million Zionist entity
residents compared to 1,000 papers for the
same number of Arabs).

We must differentiate between learning a for-
eign language and learning in a foreign lan-
guage. Our youth must learn a foreign language
or more to be in touch with the world, but to
deprive our language from scientific dealings
and deprive our children from the correct
understanding and imaginative creativity linked
to the native language is a major sin. Our scien-
tists are paying the price and their ability to
compete with the world is limited compared to
scientists worldwide. They are infected with a
mental disability that keeps them from scientific
creativity due to their deprivation from thinking
in their mother tongue.

I found in the Arab Doctors Union members
of the Arabization committee a high spirit and
unprecedented enthusiasm. All of them are
experts, who firmly realized there is no hope
from our Arab nation in the field of medical or
scientific production if our language is not at the
forefront in universities, institutes and laborato-
ries. All what Arab doctors hope for is to find
leaders of this nation who defend our children’s
right to understand science correctly, leaders
who defend our nation’s rights and fend off
intruders who live among us and fight our lan-
guage and culture.

It is our language’s right to be the means of
science to enlighten the minds of our children
and open the road for medical and scientific
innovations to become true additions to the
world like their colleagues in other countries.

Arabizing medicine is
a civilized necessity

By Dr Khalid Al-Saleh

Local@kuwaittimes.com

In my view
KUWAIT: Deputy Chief of the National Guard
Sheikh Faisal Al-Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah
stressed Monday the importance of field training
exercises in honing the expertise of the Guard’s
personnel by instilling the spirit of competition
among them in implementing military and security
plans, maintain the country’s security and protect
its capabilities. 

The National Guard said in a statement that
Sheikh Faisal Al-Nawaf witnessed the Lion of the
Island 5 exercise which was carried out by the
National Guard at the Sheikh Salem Al-Ali Camp

in the presence of the Undersecretary of the
National Guard Lieutenant General Engineer
Hashim Al-Rifai and senior leaders. The exercise,
which keeps pace with the latest training develop-
ments, refines the experiences of the Guard and
raises their levels in implementing military and
security plans.

The exercise witnessed the application of a
scenario of several training hypotheses to deal
with riot dispersal, protection of personalities,
isolation, cordoning off and storming a building,
cleansing it and detecting and disposing explo-

sives. The exercise also included practical exercis-
es on how to deal with car accidents and water-
logging, rescue stranded people and a gas leak
inside a facility. 

The Guard fire brigades dealt with the hypoth-
esis of a fire, in addition to carrying out accurate
shooting from fixed and mobile positions. The
exercise aims to train the Guard’s forces to pro-
tect vital facilities and infrastructure of Kuwait
and activate its role in assigning equipment in
case of emergencies based on the protocols
signed with various state agencies. —KUNA

KUWAIT: Deputy Chief of the National Guard Sheikh Faisal Al-Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-
Sabah watching the Lion of the Island 5 training exercises on Monday. —KUNA photos

Field drills to help hone skills of
National Guard: Sheikh Faisal

Municipal Council meeting. —KUNA photos

Ahmed Al-Manfouhi 

ChatGPT downsides 
could outweigh 
benefits: Teachers
By Ghadeer Ghloum

KUWAIT: Cheating at schools and colleges has
become easier than ever through ChatGPT, the
newest tool developed by Open AI. Although the
bot can be useful for students and teachers, it is also
a potential source of trouble in the educational field.
With easy and free access to ChatGPT, students
can quickly find answers to their homework and
exam questions, write research papers and fulfill
other school requirements. This affects students at
different levels as it brings down their motivation to
put personal effort in their work and discourages
critical and analytical thinking skills. 

Teachers at different grade levels already have
concerns about students’ unethical use of the bot.
“With ChatGPT, it will just do everything for
them. It is going to make children lazier. It is
going to mean that children are not as able to
answer questions and investigate things, and that
is the same thing in home and class require-
ments,” Emma, an elementary teacher at a private
school told Kuwait Times. 

Cheating through ChatGPT hinders students’
personal development and independence.
Regardless of how little students have absorbed
from the learning material, they are still able to
complete their work by relying on the conclusions
that artificial intelligence provides. “If the majority
is using this tool, I will not be able to distinguish
between gifted students and those who need more
help, which is unfair. Moreover, this might affect
the trust between teachers and students. As a
teacher myself, I would not be able to trust the
Sarah Khaled said.

ChatGPT’s downsides can go beyond the circle
of academics and approach the relationship
between teachers and students. According to
another high school teacher, Ghadeer Ghafour, the
bot can make it even harder for teachers to do their
part at work. Students may find attendance at
school unnecessary and boring due to having easy
access to all the answers, which eliminates the need
to put any effort into researching and memorizing.
“Students will no longer concentrate in the class-
room and will rely heavily on ChatGPT during their
exam,” said Ghafour. She also worries about the
lack of interaction between teachers and students
which creates a gap between them and causes stu-
dents to lose interest in education. 


